
  
 
 

Greenhouse Auctions Draws New and Established Collectors 
From Around the World to Inaugural Sale on December 2 

 

A Percentage of Seller’s Commission Donated to New Scholarship  
For HBCU Art History Students Developed with Thurgood Marshall College Fund 

 

 
Left: Nick Farhi, Homes that Morph, 2020. Courtesy of Nick Farhi.  

Right: Molly A. Greene, Basic Pleasure Models, 2020. Courtesy of Molly A. Greene and here, Pittsburgh 

   
December 3, 2020 (New York, NY) – Greenhouse Auctions, a new model for supporting and discovering 
artists, drew bidders from around the world and created new connections between collectors and artists 
in its inaugural sale held yesterday. Titled Sourdough, the online auction featured 17 new and never-
before-seen works created during the past several months of the pandemic lockdown offered by 17 artists 
and eight international galleries. 60 bidders from countries including Belgium, Canada, Italy, Mexico, 
Singapore, Spain, and South Korea, as well as from cities across the United States, participated in the 
sale, resulting in lots selling 85% by value. The inaugural sale also occasioned Greenhouse Auctions’ first 
donation—a percentage of the seller’s commission—to a new scholarship it developed in partnership with 
the Thurgood Marshall College Fund (TMCF) to support students of art history at HBCUs.  
 
Launched this year by former Christie’s and Phillips executive Shlomi Rabi, Greenhouse Auctions leverages 
the advantages of the auction system while prioritizing artist-gallery-collector relationships and the role 
of galleries in nurturing artists’ practices and building collections. Through a wholly digital model and 
cross-category themed auctions, Greenhouse Auctions offers collectors an approachable avenue for 
discovering works and directly supporting artists and galleries. As a result, a range of global collectors—
from those participating in their first ever online auction to long-time and established collectors—took 
part in Greenhouse’s inaugural sale, and participating artists and galleries reported new relationships and 
purchases from first-time collectors of their work.   
 

http://greenhouseauctions.fstracker.io/email/track/click?hash=eyJ0eXAiOiJKV1QiLCJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJkYXRhIjp7Im11c3RoIjoiaHR0cHM6Ly9ncmVlbmhvdXNlYXVjdGlvbnMubmV0LyIsImxpb24iOiIzNjk0YiIsImdvcmlsbGEiOiIzMDcyYTY3YzIiLCJkZWVyIjoiMzA3NWYzZDU0In0sImlhdCI6MTU5ODMxMDUxNn0.nVYLEsdSPyTgP_JdHmYUpnKd-F9-3W0-zzpZrwCtOXE~eyJ0eXAiOiJKV1QiLCJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJkYXRhIjp7ImhvcnNlIjoic21jbmF1Z2h0b25AcmVzbmljb3cuY29tIiwiY2FtZWwiOiIzMDdkNDUxNTkifSwiaWF0IjoxNTk4MzEwNTE2fQ.eYbqEf52DrxJ6ITVwg4D2xsa-XPl-GKE3Arl48S5XFo


 

 
“The strength of the Greenhouse Auctions model was affirmed by the incredible range of collectors that 
participated in yesterday’s sale and their extraordinary enthusiasm for the works offered. So many artists 
and galleries were able to connect with new collectors of their work without the risks usually required 
when offering works through auction. Some collectors shared that Greenhouse offered their first chance 
to access and purchase works by rising artists they had been following for some time,” said Greenhouse 
Auctions Founder Shlomi Rabi. “Providing artists and collectors with these kinds of opportunities and 
serving as the catalyst for long-term meaningful connections between them is core to our mission. I could 
not be more pleased with the outcome and look forward to building on the success of our first auction 
with many more to come.” 
 
A spokesperson for an international foundation who purchased a work through the inaugural auction 
noted, “We are happy to stretch for the right work with Greenhouse because the proceeds go directly to 
supporting the artist as well as a good cause.” 
 
Participating artist Shai Azoulay commented, “An auction can always be very nerve-racking for an artist, 
even detrimental depending on the outcome. I chose to be part of Greenhouse Auctions because I felt 
that it considered the needs of the artist and thought about the art world as a whole. It was not like trading 
a stock, which is how auctions can feel, but there was genuine effort to put the artist first while addressing 
a social need with the scholarship. It was a fresh take, and I sensed the potential of the auction from the 
very beginning.” 
 
Lexi Bishop, Founder of here gallery in Pittsburgh, PA, added, “Of course it’s always both scary and 
exciting to be a part of something new! The result for Molly A. Greene’s work exceeded our expectations—
it was amazing to see the depth of demand for this painting, and of course, we are thrilled that part of the 
proceeds are going to a dedicated scholarship fund for HBCU students."   
 
Participating artist Nick Farhi said, “Our industry is only just beginning to recognize the enormous talents 
we have, many of which have been overlooked previously. The early success of Greenhouse Auctions is a 
testament to the resilience and innovation of the creative industry. It’s remarkable that even in a 
pandemic a new infrastructure like this can find success and signal the potential for change in the art 
world. Bravo to the concept and to the patrons who are evolving alongside it.” 
 
Held live online on Wednesday, December 2, at 12 p.m. EST,  the inaugural sale entitled Sourdough 
featured works in a range of media—including works on paper, paintings, found object assemblages, and 
sculptures—offered by today’s rising and established artists, including Jordan Eagles, Molly A. Greene, 
Aaron Elvis Jupin, Duane Michals, Vernon O’Meally, Grear Patterson, and Darren Waterston, and 
dynamic and reputable galleries, including ABXY (New York), DC Moore Gallery (New York), Gallery FIFTY 
ONE (Antwerp), gallery here (Pittsburgh), Inman Gallery (Houston), LnS Gallery (Miami), Meislin Projects 
(New York), and Sommer Contemporary Art (Tel Aviv and Zurich). The full catalog is available on the 
Greenhouse Auctions website.  
 
Details about upcoming sales for 2021 will be announced in the coming weeks. For additional information 
and to sign up for updates from Greenhouse Auctions, visit greenhouseauctions.net. 
 
ABOUT GREENHOUSE AUCTIONS 
Accepting artwork solely from galleries and artists, Greenhouse Auctions leverages the advantages of the 
auction system while prioritizing the artist-gallery-collector relationship. Founded by Shlomi Rabi, former 
Christie’s Vice President, Head of the Photographs Department for the Americas, and a 20-year veteran 

https://greenhouseauctions.net/auction/2020-sourdough/
http://www.greenhouseauctions.net/


 

 
of international and regional auction houses, Greenhouse Auctions was created in response to the 
limitations that traditional auctions pose to galleries and artists, who rarely benefit from collectors’ 
consignments and resale of their works, and for whom final auction sale results often inaccurately reflect 
their broader market. 
 
Greenhouse Auctions supports market transparency by requiring galleries and artists to disclose the value 
of the work to prospective collectors ahead of the auction, while enabling the final sale price to remain 
between the seller and collector. It also generates new connections between artists, galleries, and 
collectors by directly connecting sellers and purchasers following the auction—cultivating and advancing 
the long-term relationships between artists, galleries, and collectors that are critical to the vitality of the 
art market. 
 
Central to the company’s mission-driven business model is the establishment of a new scholarship with 
the Thurgood Marshall College Fund which benefits students studying art history across more than 40 
historically Black colleges and universities (HBCUs), with the aim of advancing greater representation and 
diversity in art historical scholarship and criticism and within the arts workforce. Greenhouse also 
supports sustainable and green business practices through its completely digital model that removes the 
costly and prohibitive logistics of traditional auctions, with objects transferred directly between collector 
and seller and with the elimination of in-person and print presentations of the works for sale. 
 
ABOUT SHLOMI RABI, FOUNDER OF GREENHOUSE AUCTIONS 
Greenhouse Auctions Founder Shlomi Rabi is a 20-year veteran of the world’s leading international 
auction houses, and an immigrant from the Middle East, raised in Central America, who brings his vision 
to champion and empower underrecognized creative voices to Greenhouse Auctions. Previously, he held 
the position of Vice President, Head of the Photographs Department for the Americas at Christie’s, where 
he oversaw a record number of single-owner auctions. Throughout his career, he has worked closely on 
numerous institutional collaborations with leading organizations including the Museum of Modern Art, 
New York; Art Institute of Chicago; Aperture Foundation; and Elton John AIDS Foundation. In 2008, in his 
role as an arts and culture writer for the NBC5 Chicago Street Team, he and his colleagues received an 
Emmy for Outstanding Achievement in Alternate Media.  
 
He received a bachelor’s degree cum laude from Tulane University in art history, psychology, and African 
diaspora studies, and a master’s in art history, theory & criticism from School of the Art Institute of 
Chicago. He is a USPAP-compliant appraiser and a former member of the International Society of 
Appraisers. 
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Marietta Burdick / Sarah Morris / Barbara Escobar 
Resnicow and Associates 
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